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QUESTION 1 
Assume that a versioned repository item in your application is not changed on the store serves 
hut is only changed on the CA Server and published to the store server. 
Which caching mechanism should you choose for it on the store server? 
 

A. any of the CA-aware caching modes such as locked, distributed, or hybrid 

B. Locked Caching 

C. Immutable Item Caching 

D. Simple Caching 

E. No caching is necessary. Database will cache the Items as they do not change on the server. 

 
Answer: A 
 
 
QUESTION 2 
Identify the significance of using cascade="insert" from the snippet below: 
 

<item-descriptive name= "user"> 
<property name= "favoriteArticles" data-type = "list" component-list-item-type = "articles" cascade = 
"insert"> 
</item-descriptive> 
 

A. An item of type articles is created once a new user is created. 

B. If a user is deleted, all itemsinarticles of that user are deleted. 

C. insert is ignored for properties that use the attribute component item-type. 

D. An article named favoriteArticles is created. 

 
Answer: C 
 
 
QUESTION 3 
How is the result set cached when a query returns repository items whose item descriptors 
enable both item caching and query caching? 
 

A. The query cache stores the repository IDsindexed by the given query and the item cache 
holds the corresponding repository itemsindexed by the repository IDs. 

B. The query cache stores both the repository IDs and the- repository items. The item cache is 
ignored. 

C. The item cache stores the both the repository IDs and the repository items. The query cache 
is ignored. 

D. Item descriptors can enable either the item cache or the query cache but not both. 

 
Answer: A 
 
 
QUESTION 4 
Which of the following two outcomes are achieved by the following snippet of code? 
 
<dsp:importbean bean= "/Project/ShippingConf"/> 

 

A. Imports shipping Confinto page Context so you can exclude the full path and use the 
ShippingConf as short hand 

B. Imports Shipping Confinto page Context so you can exclude the full path and use the 
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shipConf as short hand 

C. Makes the Shipping Conf available to the EL through the name ShippingConf 

D. Imports the ShippingConf to the page and is required to or reference it on the page 

E. Allows access to the DSP element through JavaScript or AJAX library 

 
Answer: C 
 
 
QUESTION 5 
What is the resulting outcome when the statements below are executed without a transaction? 
 

repositoryItem.setPropertyValue("name", "John"); 

repositoryItem.setPropertyValue("lastName", "Doe") 

 

A. For each setProperty value, ATG begins a JTA transaction, calls setPropertyValue, and 
commits the JTA transaction. At this point, SQL is issued and the changes are committed. 

B. Before the 1st setPropertyValue is executed, a JTA transaction begins. After the 2nd  
setProperty Value is called, ATG commits the JTA transaction. At this point, SQL is issued 
and the changes are committed. 

C. ATG throws an error as multiple setPropertyValue have to be executed withina transaction. 

D. Before the 1st setPropertyValue is executed, a JTA transaction begins. The SQL is issued 
when you call updateItem. 

E. All setPropertyValue method calls must be wrappedina JTA Transaction. 

 
Answer: A 
 
 
QUESTION 6 
Your site supports configurable commerce Items and you want to enable price list based pricing. 
How would you configure the /atg/commerce/pricing/ItemPricingEngine? 
 

A. preCalculators=\ 
calculators/ItemListPriceCalculator,\ 
calculators/ConfigurableItemPriceCalculator 

B. preCalculators=\ 
calculators/ItemPriceListCalculator,\ 
calculators/ConfigurableItemPriceListCalculators 

C. preCalculators=\ 
calculators/ItemPriceListCalculator 

D. preCalculators=\ 
atg.commerce/pricing/calculators/ItemListPricecalculator 

 
Answer: D 
 
 
QUESTION 7 
The design of the OrderFulfiller and the HardgoodFulfiller uses the ClientLockManager 
to_____________. 
 

A. Prevent one component fromprocessingmessages for two different orders at the same time. 

B. Send messages out to all components that the order is being modified. Components then 
appropriate actions 

C. helpincaching the order for better performance 
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D. lock the order so the client cannot modify his or her order after it is submitted 

 
Answer: A 
 
 
QUESTION 8 
Identify three features of Oracle ATG Adaptive Scenario Engine that drive personalized customer 
experience. 
 

A. rule based content targetingincluding personalized recommendations, offers,information 
sells, up sells, promotions 

B. management andprocessingof purchase orders and requisitions 

C. contentindexing and management/administration of search facets 

D. business rule driven scenarios for delivering dynamic web pages 

E. time- and event based multistage scenarios 

 
Answer: ADE 
 
 
QUESTION 9 
In order to ensure versioning integrity, a deploying project obtains exclusive locks on its assets 
when deployment starts. What is the effect of these locks? 
 

A. Until a project's asset looks are released, other projects that share those assets cannot add 
the asset to the project. 

B. Until a project's asset locks are released, other projects that share those assets cannot 
heinauthor mode and are shown as lockedinthe BCC UI. 

C. Until a project's asset locks are released, other projects that share those Assets cannot 
deploy. 

D. It is a database lock and has no effect on the UI. Other projects will net a concurrent update 
exception it a database save is issued for the shared assets. 

 
Answer: C 
 
 
QUESTION 10 
Which two DSP Tags can specify a tag converter? 
 

A. dsp:valueof 

B. dsp:printvalue 

C. dsp:include 

D. dsp:input 

 
Answer: AD 
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